
Trilogy C5: Chemical Changes
Part of: Chemical Changes

Knowledge Organiser

Key points to learn

1 Chemical 
reaction

Reactants→ Products
‘turn into’

2 Oxidation Losing electrons (or gaining oxygen)

3 Reduction Gaining electrons (or losing oxygen)

4. OiL RiG
Oxidation is Loss of electrons
Reduction is Gain of electrons

5 Reactivity 
Series

List of metals with most reactive at top 
and least reactive at bottom
The most reactive metals are most 
likely to lose electrons

6. Metals 
and

oxygen

Metal + Oxygen →Metal Oxide
Eg
Iron + oxygen → iron oxide

7. Metals 
and water

Metal + Water →Metal + Hydrogen
hydroxide

Eg
Sodium + Water → Sodium + Hydrogen         

hydroxide 

8. Metals 
and acid

Metal + Acid→Metal salt + hydrogen
Eg
Zinc + Hydrochloric → Zinc + Hydrogen

acid             chloride

9. Metal
carbonates 
and acids

Metal + Acid→Metal + Water + Carbon
carbonate             salt                      dioxide
Eg

Lead +  Nitric→ Lead + Water + Carbon
carbonate   acid    nitrate                dioxide

10. Metal 
salts

• Hydrochloric acid makes ...chloride
• Sulfuric acid makes ….sulfate
• Nitric acid makes …nitrate

11. State 
symbols

(s) solid;  (l) liquid; (g) gas; 
(aq) aqueous solution

Key points to learn

12. 
Displacement

reaction

A more reactive metal will displace a 
less reactive metal from a chemical 
compound

Eg CuCl2 + Zn → ZnCl2 + Cu

13. Ion
Atom where number of protons is 
not equal to electrons ( +’ve or –’ve)

Neutralisation 
reaction

Acid + Alkali →Metal + Water
salt

15. pH scale
1 – Strong acid
7 – Neutral
14 – Strong alkali

16. Universal
indicator

• Turns red in strong acid
• Turns green in neutral
• Turns purple in strong alkali

17. Acids Contains H+ ions. Opposite of a base

18. Base
Usually contains OH- ions. Opposite 
of an acid

19. Alkali A base that has dissolved in water

20. Test for
hydrogen

Hydrogen makes 
a  squeaky ‘pop’ 
when lit with a 
splint

21. Test for
carbon 
dioxide

If you bubble 
carbon dioxide 
through limewater 
it will turn milky 
(cloudy white)

22. Ionic 
equation

Ions making neutral product
Eg Cu2+

(aq) + 2OH-
(aq) → Cu(OH)2  (s)

Background

Additional information

Big picture (Chemistry Paper 1)

Atomic structure

The periodic table

Chemical 
calculations

Structure and 
bonding

Atoms, molecules 
and moles

Chemical 
changes

Electrolysis

Energy changes

Chemical changes 
and energy changes

Colourless → milky

You need to be able to work out how 
many electrons an atom wants to lose or 
gain using the periodic table group 
number. This will be its ion charge.

In the past, scientists would discover 
reactions by trial and error. This was 
time-consuming and dangerous. Today 
we can use patterns to predict the 
outcomes of a whole range of reactions. 
This has allowed us to develop new 
materials and understand reactions that 
happen inside all living things.
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